A/V and Video-Conferencing
ORIE A/V and Video-Conferencing systems are supported by Jake Cornelius (ejc85) in Rhodes Hall 279.

Academic Spaces
The following spaces are available for use by the ORIE community.

Rhodes 471 and 453
The Lab in Rhodes 471 is used for teaching and has an overflow space in 453 Rhodes Hall. To schedule: contact Cindy Jay at cjh6@cornell.edu in the ORIE administrative offices.

More information on Academic Spaces.

Center for Applied Mathematics (CAM) Lab
The Center for Applied Mathematics (CAM) Lab in 657 Rhodes is supported by the COECISITSG. More information on the CAM Lab.

Printing
ORIE uses the standard printer setup for all COECIS printers found here: http://www.it.cornell.edu/support/coecis/printing/index.cfm

Exception: Konica printer in Rhodes 251.

Semester Start Up
The ITSG assists in a number of efforts around preparation for semester start-up.

More Information on ORIE Semester Startup.

Web Pages
ORIE faculty websites are hosted by Cornell Academic Technologies.
More information on ORIE Faculty Web Pages.

**Requesting a Site**

Pat Gillespie is the Web Coordinator for ORIE. To request a new website, submit an [IT@Cornell Request](https://www.it.cornell.edu) to Academic Technologies.

- Enter Pat's NetID (pdg2) in the Developer Access field.
- It is ORIE's policy that Pat is able to update the web sites when necessary.
- If you have any questions, contact Pat in the ORIE communications office.

**Accessing Your Site**

To access your web site, log in to the Academic Technologies web server that hosts your files. You'll need a user name and password.

More Information on ORIE Web Pages.

**CFEM**

Cornell Financial Engineering Manhattan (CFEM) fosters close working relationships between ORIE and the financial services industry. IT support is provided by the COECIS ITSG in conjunction with Fairdinkum Consulting. To request IT support contact the [COECIS ITSG Help Desk](https://www.it.cornell.edu).

AV support for CFEM Video-Conferencing units is provided by Jake Cornelius (ejc85)